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Juniors
Heat 1
Dominic Caulfield on pole
position for heat number 1 of
the junior event, Dominic got
off to a good start but was
closely followed by Andre
and Christian who managed
to stick with him for the
length of the race but were
unable to make up any
positions. James Brown got a

Heat 2
Christian on pole position
looking to have another good
race, he gets a good start
and straight away starts to
pull away, again setting
fastest lap of the race but 0.2
of a second. Seb Duesbury
made a very good start
th
nd
moving up from 5 to 2 on
lap 1. James again struggling
for pace in this class dropped
back to p8 by the end of the

poor start and dropped from
p3 down to p7 in the opening
lap and stayed there for the
remainder of the race.
Christian again showed that
he has got to grips with the
sodi’s quicker than anyone
else setting fastest lap of the
race by nearly half a second
rd
although only managing 3

place finish behind Dominic
and Andre.

race but was constantly
improving his lap times and
getting closer to the pace.
Ben Walker tries to make his
way through the field after
th
starting 6 but could only
th
manage 5 place, Ben
appears to be struggling a
little for pace and wasn’t up
to his usual standard. Back
at the front a relatively
spread out race with drivers

finishing with 1 second
between each position.
Christian took the race win
ahead of Seb the Dominic in
rd
3 position.

Christian all find their way
past James in the opening
laps to move up the order.
Ben Walker sets fastest
lap of the junior event so
far while chasing Seb but
is unable to make an
overtake. He finishes
0.182 seconds behind
Seb and over 3 seconds

ahead of Andre who
rounds out the top 3.

Heat 3
Heat 3 was a relatively
straight forward race, Seb
Duesbury on pole position
with Andre and Ben
behind him. Ben makes a
good overtake on the
opening lap to pass Andre
for p2 then moves on to
try and overtake Seb for
the lead. Oliver, Luke and
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Juniors

Heat 4
Luke Jenkinson made a
good start from pole
position. With Ben
nd
following him up into 2
place. Oliver Flexen
picked up a black flag for
ABC on hairpin one which
dropped him down to last

The Final

position. Other than that
there were no position
changes in a very close
race with all the drivers
evenly matched that it
wasn’t possible for anyone
to make an overtake. Luke
took the race win by 0.332

over Ben with Seb and
Christian both less than 1
second behind Ben.

Seb Duesbury starts on
Pole position for the final
after scoring some very
good results in the heats.
He gets off to a good start
staying ahead of Ben
Walker for a few corners
before losing out later in
the lap. Drama at the first
hairpin as Andre Missed
his braking point hitting
Dominic and taking the
rest of the field into the
barriers with them. This
gave Ben and Seb a lot of
breathing space but made
rd
it a very close battle for 3
position. It was Dominic
who got the lead in this

battle getting out of the
barriers first. Andre picked
up a black flag for the
incident which dropped
him right out of the race.
Into lap 10 and Dominic
rd
makes a mistake in 3
place dropping him down
th
to 5 position behind Luke
and Christian. He has no
answer for their pace and
th
has to settle for 5
position. Back at the front
it’s Ben who took the final
win 4.6 seconds ahead of
Seb who was a further 19
second ahead of Luke.

